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"Our love is written in blood"Â ThisÂ loveÂ will be theÂ deathÂ of me,

isÂ Jevaughn&apos;sÂ mantra as he grows wiser and more mature but even more strong willed

and unwilling to let go of what may ultimately destroy him, his true love

forÂ Dre.Â AfterÂ survivingÂ near deathÂ experiences, with strong support from their

friends;DreÂ andÂ JevaughnÂ must weigh the odds and make one of theÂ biggest

decisionsÂ yet-Â splitÂ for Jevaughn&apos;sÂ safety. . .Â orÂ follow theirÂ blissÂ andÂ stay

together, ultimatelyÂ riskingÂ everything with severalÂ enemiesÂ after

theirÂ lives.Â Â CanÂ DreÂ summon theÂ courageÂ to permanentlyÂ breakÂ things off with

hisÂ soul mateÂ Jevaughn,Â to prevent him from being anotherÂ bloodyÂ victim of theÂ dark

worldÂ he&apos;sÂ deeplyÂ rooted in . . .?Â Â Or

willÂ JevaughnÂ remainÂ solidlyÂ atÂ Dre&apos;sÂ side and together face theÂ bloodyÂ andÂ grim

fateÂ that is beingÂ magneticallyÂ pulled towards them with

anÂ unrelentingÂ darkÂ force?Â Â TheÂ fifthÂ instalment inÂ the Jamaican American Thug Drama

SagaÂ will leave youÂ breathless, on theÂ edgeÂ andÂ cravingÂ for more.Â Â "READ FOR FREE
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What can I say about the Conclusion to a great series - I can say that this book was awesome! This

book, the final installment of a great series, was masterful written to include all elements of what can

be considered drama. In this book the reader is served with murder, sex, violence, love, revenge,

lies, power, betrayal, lust and the dearly departed (Dizzy). I was fascinated of how J.S. Lewis

incorporated all of the above elements into this book without it being too much. He added the right

amount of the elements of drama that gave this book a much satisfying conclusion. I am just sorry

that the series is over. There is nothing more to say about this book except that it was truly

wonderful and It had the ending that I was very pleased with. I am happy knowing that Jevaughn,

Dre, Kraigie and AJ can have a moment of peace in their lives without the interruption of outside

forces whether dead or alive causing havoc. J.S. Lewis has written five installments of this series

that were different by yet the same. Each was well-written, never boring and brought the HEAT that

made this series very interesting and very emotional. This Book sends the series off in a great

eclipse of drama that does not disappoint. I would like to thank J.S Lewis for giving me moments of

pleasure because I had the chance to read this book and the previous 4 that was not only

entertaining but left me with a hunger to make a difference by fighting for gay justice in my small

part of the world.

J. S. Lewis is an aspiring young author and has great talent, which anyone will be able to see when

he or she start reading The Jamaican American Thug Drama Saga. He overcame the pain, the

anguish and the threats of bodily harm and even death threats as a teenager and used that as

inspiration to be true to himself no matter what and to create this story about how life is for the

LGBT community in Jamaica.I have been reading his work from day one, chapter-by-chapter,

book-by-book and I was so involved with the story that I lost all track of time. If you love to read and

you love adventure, suspense, crime, drama and love stories, then you will love this series, which

has all that and more. I highly recommend all 5 books and I guarantee that you wonÃ¢Â€Â™t be

able to put them down once you start to read and you will be wanting more.



great book. Was not ready for this series to end.

Oooooooohwee good way to end the series!!!! Just EVERYTHING! Couldn't put this book down for

anything! This series was mindblowing!

It has to be more I have tears in my eyes I want more and can u make it longer to I guess I read to

quick.

I love it

He conquered the torment, the anguish and the dangers of real mischief and even demise dangers

as an issue and utilized that as persuasion to be valid to himself regardless of what and to make this

tale about how life is for the LGBT group in Jamaica.I have been perusing his work from the very

beginning, section by-part, book-by-book and I was so included with the story that I lost all track of

time. On the off chance that you love to peruse and you adore experience, tension, wrongdoing,

dramatization and affection stories, then you will love this arrangement, which has all that and that's

just the beginning. I exceedingly prescribe every one of the 5 books and I promise that you won't

have the capacity to put them down once you begin to peruse and you will be needing more.

I am really sad that am at the last book, I wanna read more but everything has it's skyfall. Well this

has show that everyone will go to the very end of the world to protect the their partner and What's

we call true love. IT's also highlights that we have persons who love the create problems and they

love the revenge and they do this by hurting innocent individual wwhich will always cause problems.

Also we tend to have person who habe power and they always abuse the little power they have and

they don't want to accept the fact that they are wrong when they are in certain situation a clear

example of this is the white family. Am not a fan of romance by with dre and jevaughn we can learn

and take there life as an example and use it has a guideline to make ours work.
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